
Compare and contrast your way of your life with that of your parents. Which way of life do you think would 
be more satisfying for the next generations?
 
Dealing with needs and resources, people shape their own life style through the ages, ditto parent and 
child. Therefore, it is all about this dialectic when we talk about differences of life and the satisfaction they 
could bring to us. In my opinion, we cannot choose either of these to options determenesticaly by the 
which I mean each has its own cons and pro.
 
Psychologically, it seems our parent lived a healthier know life. Considering depression as a common 
mind problem of humankind, scientific evidences shows they had less stressful feeling than us. Apart 
from scientific discussion, we have always heard about this matter from elders personally. A friend 's 
father of mine told me about how people catch up with their children before emergence of mobile phone. 
When a child came late, parents did not feel like such a worried pessimist to dig the town sticking seeking 
him or her. Take it as an example, there are many other abnormal characteristics which even make us to 
even define new branches of knowledge to recognize and develop treatments for them.
 
We as new ages generation of course have renovated our own life in a way that could satisfy ourselves. 
Functionally, we have invented some new instruments which help us to live an easier life. This can go 
beyond of material life and even expand our wisdom. Consider the possibility of transportation which 
makes an infinite world small for us so that we can take it as an advantage of experiencing the world 
easier. We can visit different people and get familiar with their culture which were oddly enough those 
days to the extend extent that elders call them magicians unable to comprehend them.
 
To put  it shortin a nutshell, a simple concept like time can plays a double-edged aged sword role for 
those who inherit our wisdom in a way that we can heart hurt ourselves by the pressure of time shortage 
whereas we are trying to utilize our lifespan by doing every thing we can. In fact, elders respect time but 
as a subset concept of life. Totally as a matter of fact jueneres juveniles should minimize the cost and 
maximize the benefits to realize their rossy rosy, optimistic alternative of life style.
 


